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Service user involvement in practitioner education: movement politics and transformative change

Abstract

This paper will attempt to both celebrate key developments and best practice involving the users of health and social care services in programmes of practitioner education in a UK context, and offer a critical appraisal of the extent to which such initiatives meet some of the more transformative objectives sought by service users activists for change. The approach is largely that of a discussion paper but we illustrate some of the themes relating to movement activism with selected data. These data relate to earlier research and two specially convened focus groups within the Comensus initiative at the University of Central Lancashire; itself constituted as piece of participatory action research. We conclude that universities represent paradoxical sites for the facilitation of debate and learning relevant to key issues of social justice and change. As such, they are places that can impede or support movement aims. Particular strategic responses might be more likely to engender progressive outcomes. These ought to include the presence of critically engaged academic staff operating within a scholarly culture that fosters forms of deliberative democratic decision making.
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Introduction

Pedagogical practices supporting service users’ contributions have grown significantly in recent times (McKeown et al. 2010, Terry 2012). These are matched by a proliferation of policy rhetoric urging increasing levels of involvement in almost all aspects of the organisation and delivery of services (Barnes & Cotterell 2012, McKeown & Jones 2014). Such developments are international and extend across different disciplines (Towle et al. 2010) with a significant nursing focus in the UK. The idea of service user involvement is now essential to the lexicon of educators, policy makers and practitioners. This has undoubtedly become part of conventional thinking, urging promotion of autonomy, cooperation, recovery objectives and a humanising of care. The latter point demands particular attention in the face of a prevailing moral panic (Cohen 1972) over perceived deficits in compassion and nurse education (see Odone 2012).
Progressive developments have, therefore, been underpinned by the infiltration of ideologies of empowerment, citizenship and consumerism into policy prescriptions for wider governance and participation in the public sphere. Questions remain, however, regarding inherent contradictions or the extent to which the rhetoric is matched by actual practice-level or societal change. Proselytisers and naysayers for different types of involvement can be found amongst the diverse ranks of pedagogues, practitioners, service managers, service users and social movement activists. In this paper, service user and carer involvement in practitioner education will be located in an historical overview of UK government policy before turning to review the impact for practitioner education programmes. There then will be a discussion of the relevance of understanding such involvement through the lens of movement politics, drawing upon focus group data provided by participants in the Comensus initiative at the University of Central Lancashire. One intention is to move debate and discussion around the value of service user involvement away from anodyne and simplistic consumerist notions of voice, choice and public engagement onto a more dynamic politicised territory. That is not to say that progress cannot be made upon this territory, nor that consumerism has monopoly interest in matters of ‘voice, choice and engagement’. Rather, an uncritical stance towards the same can result in superficial, tokenistic or ‘tick-box’ forms of involvement instead of empowered change. All of this requires a critical look at the role of universities in nurturing or impeding the forms of social space which might better support the realisation of service users’ demands for social justice and change across health care services and wider society.

Public participation and involvement policies

UK government policy has discursively championed various approaches to citizen voice within health care with increasing emphasis in recent times. That said, there is a dynamic history of interest in public participation stretching back many decades. Relevant legislation and policy sits within broader systems of governance that support consumer rights and democratic participation across the public domain. Involvement policies for health care organisations, in particular, resonate with empowerment ideals, seeking equality in the social relations between practitioners and service users. Latterly this is framed in the language of co-production. Gorsky (2007) describes a 200 year heritage for public participation dating to the implicit democracy of early mutual friendly societies and arriving at present day consumerist policies of service user engagement and involvement.
The turn to consumerism is of interest in that it coincides with the ascendency of a global neo-liberal polity that threatens the survival of state welfare and health services. Interestingly, the same forces have ushered in increasing corporatisation of universities as part of the more general retreat from publically provided services (Rolfe 2013). The rise of neo-liberal governance and associated privatisations and marketisation of health care provision has been in conjunction with assaults on welfare support for the most disadvantaged in society (Ramesh 2012). Many such persons might identify as disabled or users of health and social care services (McKeown et al. 2013). Critics suggest that policies promoting public engagement and involvement are much too bound up with a wider mission of governance and social control (Cooke & Kothari 2002).

It is within this broad political-economy that democratic deficits arise. Governments face crises of legitimacy, and new social movements appear, framed in issue based or identity politics; for example, various feminisms, gay activism and civil rights groups (Habermas 1976, 1981). Hence, social movements have been constituted with regard to disability or service user identities. These make moral and political demands for, amongst other things, appropriate rights, better health services, and more inclusive, less-stigmatising communities (Rogers & Pilgrim, 1991; Brown & Zavetoski, 2005; Williamson, 2008). Arguably, service users who participate in involvement practices within universities bring with them, either partially or wholesale depending on prior affiliations, a number of the characteristics of movement activism (McKeown et al. 2010).

Interestingly, the more radical cohorts of any service user movement would find themselves critical of simple consumerism, but opportunistically taking advantage of policy initiatives to more assertively take up a place in the public sphere (Deber et al. 2005, Clarke 2007, Cowden & Singh 2007). The working out of such developments in the higher education sector is arguably in tension with more progressive developments in public engagement.

**Service user involvement in university settings**

Nursing and other practitioner education has willingly taken up the challenge of bringing service user and carer involvement into universities. This mission has also extended into associated research and community engagement practices (see McKeown et al. 2010). Regulatory bodies such as the NMC (2010) have stipulated common standards for pre-registration nurse education that refer explicitly to
the desirability of involving service users and carers in programme design, delivery and assessment. An extensive literature provides detailed description, commentary and inquiry into such involvement covering student selection, face to face teaching, curriculum planning, course validation and evaluation (see Wykurz & Kelly 2002, Felton & Stickley 2004, Bassett et al. 2006, Beresford et al. 2006, Lathlean et al. 2006, Repper & Breeze 2007, Brown & Young 2008, Morgan & Jones 2009, Towle et al. 2010, McKeown et al 2010, Dix et al. 2014). In tandem with this focus on teaching and learning has been a concomitant increase in involvement in research practices (see Church 2005, Hanley 2005, Involve 2007, Frankham 2009). A consequence of these developments has been that various quality assurance and grant approval systems are now geared up to take account of levels of involvement and participation. Inquiry into the motivation of service users to get involved in education programmes reveals that a desire to ‘make a difference’ to health and social care services is prominent along with interests in widening access to higher education (McKeown et al. 2012). Despite this growth in participation, neither an actual impact upon services has been confidently demonstrated nor are relevant study designs easy to conceive, implement or resource (Repper & Breeze 2007, Rhodes 2012).

Government policy and professional interest in service user involvement is open to wide-ranging critique. Various commentators have posed criticism of the key concepts and language associated with involvement, which is clearly understood differently by different people, groups or institutions (Beresford 2005). Arguably there is a lack of attention within policy prescriptions to detailing ideas for how best to implement involvement (Duffy 2008) and thoroughly address service user demands for the organisation of services (Connor & Wilson 2006). The terminology can be challenged for being implicitly disempowering, insufficiently acknowledging other diversity issues, or define people uncritically in terms of pathology (Lewis 2005). Furthermore, involvement practices can fetishise unrealistic or un-called for ideals of representativeness (Beresford 1994) or inadequately face up to issues of tokenism (Carter 2009, Horrocks et al. 2010). These shortcomings fail to consistently value service user views as valid commentary on services; with some voices being too easily discounted or ignored. Similarly, profound questions can be posed over the extent to which models of service user involvement in any context can escape powerful constraining forces such as tendencies to incorporation and co-option (see Beresford 2002, Lewis 2005, Pilgrim 2005, Carr 2007). Conversely, efforts have been taken to exemplify progressive values of participation, cooperation and authenticity within involvement practices. Such concerns have been influential in the construction of

**Activist identities and the academy**

Given the politicised and contested territory on which service user involvement must take place, it has been pointed out that service users can be viewed as social movement activists (Brown & Zavetoski 2005). In effect, they take their place along-side a diversity of groupings including, for example, disability rights movements, patient and carer groups, psychiatric survivor collectives, who all, variously, assert progressive political claims for a better world (see Crossley 2006, Spandler 2006, Beresford & Branfield 2012). Hence, when ‘user involvement’ programmes are organised in university settings, the social space of the academy becomes to some extent colonised by service user activism.

Such experiences were confirmed in research carried out as part of the establishment of our Comensus initiative (McKeown et al. 2010, 2012) and two focus groups specially convened for the purpose of inquiring into matters of motivation and identity (n = 12 service users). Comensus coordinates and organises service user and carer involvement in various aspects of the work of the University of Central Lancashire. The majority activity supports teaching and learning relating to health and social care. Other inputs include involvement in community engagement, research and strategic developments, such as those concerning disability access. Comensus has developed its own democratic structures, including the Community Involvement Team, a group of around 20 individuals who are the autonomous decision making centre of the initiative. The wider network comprises hundreds of service users and carers and scores of affiliated community groups.

Comensus was initially organised as a participatory action research project, with ethical approval for all data collection granted via the university’s ethics committee. Latterly, two focus groups were organised to specifically enquire into questions regarding why people elect to participate in Comensus, what sustains their involvement and how involvement impacts upon sense of self; how people see themselves or how they think they are viewed by others. There was no strict selection criteria beyond participants being service users or carers currently engaged in involvement practices at the university. Our analysis suggests that service user and carer participants do make use of
‘activist’ concepts in making sense of their social relations. To illustrate these points a brief selection of quoted service user voices follow.

In a variety of different ways, personal motivation was framed in terms of seeking social change over and above any sense of personal or material reward (Delanty 2003, McKeown et al 2012):

*Look at all these people. Do you think they are here for themselves or to make something out of it? No, they want to make a difference …. They want to make good things happen and stop the bad things in services. That’s what I feel.*

This ‘activism’ is reported as leading to fulfilling states of self-realisation and meaning-making (Melucci, 1996) via “a goal, a reason, a meaning in life”, for example, through a sense of being personally valued:

*I enjoy this stuff, it makes me feel valued in ways I never thought of before ... in ways if I’m honest about it I wasn’t allowed to before.*

Other times, this sense of worth is gained through observing the difference in ‘real time’ in the classroom:

*When from time to time you see students make that leap, you see what you have said has moved them, it makes it all worthwhile ... that feels great for me.*

Social movement-type practices are reported in terms of affinities for organisational forms and relations that: reflect flattened hierarchies (and resentment of established university hierarchy and status differentials), common goals, deliberative democratic discussions and decision-making, shared activities (everybody does a bit of everything), and, very importantly, a valuing of comradeship and sociability as a mainstay of sustaining commitment (Rothschild-Whitt 1979). Within
Comensus there was a sense of “friendship ... we all get along. In other groups it’s all work ... we get things done in an easier way”. This notion of friendship linked to the sense of “solidarity and familiarity” that had developed as people “settled into the environment” and were able to reflect:

_We get together as a group, we get to know each other, we have a similar cause, we share experience._

This feeling of being together and sharing a cause was evident in wanting to make changes:

_on disability issues you’ve got to start local. So many things need changing ... We’ve all got things in common._

The activist flavour of Comensus is reflected to some extent in participants seeking influence in the university on a wider range of issues than was ever part of the initial invitation to get involved. For example, infiltrating strategic decision making forums on matters such as disability access at all levels of the organisation. Furthermore, the contribution to pedagogy has not stopped with the crucial linking of personal narrative to curriculum defined learning objectives. Rather, the participating service users have gone on to write and lead their own modules focused entirely on the practice of involvement and incorporating activist theory and praxis. In another example, colleagues from Ryerson University in Toronto have explicitly facilitated a confederacy of academic and service user activists relating to critical understandings of mental health. This has been styled as ‘mad activism in the academy’, wherein one can adopt ‘mad identified’ or ‘mad positive’ identities (Church 2013, Reville 2013).

It is not only the service users who might view themselves as activists for change. Arguably, academics are also eligible for this identity and may seek it out. For Calhoun (2008) activist scholarship is as old as Aristotle, and public intellectuals and critically engaged academics (Cresswell & Spandler 2013) are an important part of the university landscape. The extent to which universities can become radical places might depend upon bringing together critically minded staff and community activists. The service user involvement territory could have quite particular potential in
this regard (McKeown & Jones 2012). In this context there is an opportunity to take time over strategic discussions, perhaps best understood in terms of Habermas’s (1986, 1987) description of deliberative democracy. Ideally this is replete with respectful acknowledgement of difference, equalised power differentials, and reasoned and reasonable persuasion amongst comrades open to a change of mind. Such interaction does not necessarily result in easy agreement, and the starting point may be typified by quite contested standpoints or develop into unsettled or unsettling conversations (Church 1996). Helen Spandler (2009) has written persuasively about the sorts of creativity that can emerge when easy consensus might be more difficult to achieve. For instance in paradoxical social spaces, where difference and varied points of view may be important characteristics of prevailing social relations.

These idealised ways of thinking about democratising social space, activist communication and social change are reflected in key reflections on cooperation and pro-sociality linked to setting (Fetchenhauer et al. 2006, Sennett 2012). If supportive conditions can be maximised (and there are grounds for believing universities might be well placed to achieve this), then the very act of communication is an essential part of making social change. Interestingly, forms of participatory action research also exemplify democratised communication as a vehicle for change and an appreciative inquiry project of ours is currently focused upon the triad of staff, student and service user relations to effect positive developments in involvement practices within the university (Dix et al. 2014).

**Conclusions**

Arguably, service user participants in university involvement initiatives are interested in more than just simple involvement and voice. At least in part, or when certain conditions are optimised, activism for progressive change can come to the fore. Critically engaged academics are well-placed to support such praxis. This coincidence of activist interest has probably never been so important. Given prevailing concern with compassion deficit and organisational failings across health and social care services on the one hand, and instability in the university sector induced by cost-cutting and reorganisation on the other, strategic alliances are paramount. Effective coalitions between new and old social movements, including broadly constituted service user groups and public sector trade unions (McKeown et al. 2014) represent one set of, as yet unrealised, possibilities for resistance. Regardless, organised service user interests will continue to make radical demands upon services
and the academy alike. Practitioners and academics need to ask themselves: are we ready? Are we with you? The answers to these questions may ultimately determine the extent to which demands and action for transformative change across services or wider society are indeed successful.
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